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Preservation of Local Freshwater Habitats

Abstract

Over time, the freshwater habitats that we know have changed drastically. A pond 
that could’ve been around a hundred years ago could now be nothing more than an 
empty, dry space. Other habitats may have formed from supposedly nothing. And 
through the habitats that we do still have, they are in great danger, causing danger 
for not just itself, but everyone around them.
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Freshwater species and habitats are more endangered than their land mammal 
counterparts. The ecosystems are essential for human survival, as they provide the 
majority of our drinking water and food. As a result National Geographic says, “The 
ecosystem is home to more than 40% of the world’s fish species” (Nat. Geo.). National 
Geographic also says, “ More than 20% of the 10,000 known freshwater fish species 
have become extinct or imperiled in recent decades” (Nat. Geo.). In spite of their 
importance, lakes, rivers, and wetlands around the world are being severely damaged 
by human activity.

https://www.google.com/search?q=pennsylvania+freshwater+data&espv=2&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjAgZ-
svZrTAhWJ8oMKHSSGCb8Q_AUICCgB&biw=1024&bih=662&safe=active&ssui=on#safe=active&tbm=isch&q=Wetland+and+deepwater+
habitats+on+Water+Areas+and+Non-Federal+Land,+2017+in+pennsylvania&imgrc=3PeccIQFUhSXlM:
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Background information

HOW THE WATER WAY SYSTEMS HAVE BEEN AFFECTED:

As ponds get older, they change. In ponds and lakes, deteriorating organisms fill the 
basin, which creates murky water that cannot be penetrated. Over time, the 
habitat draws a diverse population of organisms, such as beavers, frogs, and turtles. 
Some threats to freshwater habitats are dams that are blocking pathways of where 
fish migrates and leads water away from natural resources that need it. With the 
large population of human needs for freshwater is at a drastic decline. The runoff 
from fields and streets are getting into our water and lakes and are causing harm to 
the wildlife. The invasion of deadly and non-indigenous species are killing off our 
native species that sustain the balance of the environment. 

As of right now, Pennsylvania doesn't have a freshwater crisis happening to them, unlike 
California, where they are suffering a major drought. We use water however we please, and don’t 
think much of the consequences of our actions. If we stop the problem before it gets worse, we 
maybe able to save ourselves from going through the same problem as California. If we became 
more aware of the pollution we put in the freshwater we may never go through the crisis of 
worrying if we are going to have enough freshwater to live in a comfortable lifestyle. 

What we can do to solve these issues:
Making people more aware of what they’re doing to the environment

Restoring habitats that have already been affected

Establishing freshwater networks

Mainstreaming wetlands into national laws and policies

Providing protection to downstream estuaries

Things that can be done at home:
Run washing machines and dishwashers only when they’re full

Turn off lights and unplug chargers (water is used in almost every type of energy, 
including electricity)

Use biodegradable cleaning products

We would like thank the staff of the Tom Ridge Environmental Center, and Ms. 
Evans for teaching our class and making us more aware of the issues in our 
environment today.
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http://www.doc.govt.nz/nature/habitats/freshwater/

http://wwf.panda.org/what_we_do/how_we_work/our_global_goals/water/freshwater_protecti
on/

http://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/habitats/freshwater-threats/

http://www.conservation.org/what/Pages/fresh-water.aspx

http://www.habitat.noaa.gov/pdf/pub_wetlands_restore_guide.pdf

https://www.worldwildlife.org/habitats/freshwaters 

https://www.nature.org/ourinitiatives/habitats/riverslakes/help/index.htm
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Many companies over package their products.  Hershey, Amazon, 

and shoe companies are all great examples of businesses that over package 

their products. An example of extremely over packaged candy from 

Hershey’s is Reese’s. They have the outside packaging, the white 

cardboard, and the paper on the cups themselves. And sometimes they’re 

wrapped twice! Amazon always has a huge box full of paper for a small 

item that’s not really breakable. Shoes always come in boxes full of paper, 

sometimes in plastic bags, and with paper or cardboard inside of the shoe. 

Packaging waste represents 1/3 of all trash.  

Some of the Worst Examples of Packaging Waste:

 Small electronics

 Packaging for a 3 inch item can be 15x larger than needed

 Plastics Water Bottles

 Almost no reason to buy them because you can buy one 

reusable water bottle, and fill it with clean, free water from 

the tap. 

 Packaged fruits and vegetables

 These things have their own protective skin

 Apple products

 Caprisun

 Aluminum and plastic bonded together, making them 

impossible to recycle. Plus they’re in a bigger bulky 

cardboard box.

 100 Calorie Pack Snacks

 Shoes 

 You can find one pair of shoes in a cardboard box with 

paper inside the shoe plus paper in the box PLUS sometimes 

they’re in plastic bags.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Over packaging can cause many problems to the environment. Too 

much packaging is wasteful and can end up in our ecosystems. Using that 

much paper and plastic is wasting natural resources. About 1 million tons 

of plastic water bottles are produced in the US are produced in the US each 

year, requiring 50 million barrels of oil. Then, 76.5 percent of these bottles 

end up in landfills. Extra plastic getting into the environment can harm 

wildlife, like how our water and beaches are full of plastic. From the 

findings of Ocean Conservancy, trash in our oceans kills over 1 million 

seabirds and 100,000 marine mammals and turtles each year through 

getting caught in the trash, or digesting it. Making this much packaging 

uses a lot of energy, and generates more greenhouse gasses which get into 

the air. Plastic is the main material used for packaging, and the way plastic 

is made can destroy the environment. And as David Barnes states “One of 

the most ubiquitous and long-lasting recent changes to the surface of our 

planet is the accumulation and fragmentation of plastics.”

Problems with Specific Products with Too Much Packaging

 Chip Bags

 Typical chip bags are made up of seven layers of product, 

mostly foil and plastic. Companies see the good in this 

because of the lightness and slimness of them, but the 

overall problem is that there is currently no machinery that 

will separate these layers and make them recyclable.

 Toothpaste and Toothbrush

 The size mixed with the material and leftover toothpaste 

makes recycling a toothpaste tube almost impossible. And 

toothbrushes have an array of plastic and thin shape makes it 

hard to take apart and recycle

 Plastic Water Bottles 

 Companies have come a long way in helping this problem 

out, but there are still many problems. Even through so 

many efforts, only 30.8% of plastic water bottles are 

recycled according to Amy Wu of Washington DC

ENVIROMENTAL CAUSE FOR CONCERN

To spread awareness to this problem, we can write letters to our 

example companies to try to convince them to get rid of unnecessary 

packaging. Companies can also source their materials from 

environmentally responsible suppliers, and not ones who are completely 

careless with how they get their materials. In the same way, they could 

make their packaging recyclable and reusable, and have ways that their 

package isn’t just trash when it’s done.  We can help keep our environment 

cleaner by fixing our trash cans so they are more enclosed, and make sure 

that they are being emptied regularly as to not overfill them. We can just 

emphasize the point that we need to help our environment. To reduce 

waste, we can reuse things, and buy used products if possible. You can buy 

more reusable products, instead of disposable ones.

Companies can also be a key encouragement to fixing this problem. 

They can advertise the benefits in recycling or reusing their products.

Examples of Companies that have Solutions

• Adidas

• They have been running a shoe-recycling program called the 

“Sustainable Footprint” where companies can bring any 

shoes and they will be turned into alternative fuels and raw 

materials. These materials can be used for energy creation 

instead of ending up in landfills and trash incinerators.

• Best Buy and Samsung

• They provide e-waste and take-back programs, and these are 

refurbished into new materials and into new products. These 

things, if they ended up in a landfill they can release toxic 

material, like lead, into the environment.

PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
PROJECTION FOR A SUSTAINABLE 

FUTURE

 Natural Resources will eventually run out 

 With the high demand for plastic, the demand for drilling oil 

will increase. With that comes destroyed ecosystems.

 Landfills will overflow

 Pollution from the production of plastic

 Destruction of natural habitats

 Extra packaging leads to excess waste which can end up in our water

 Companies will continue to spend excess money that is not needed

 “At least 90% of the price of a bottle of water is for things 

other than the water itself, like bottling, packaging, shipping 

and marketing.” (niftyhomestead.com)

Sabrina Double, Kayla Fries, Kaitlyn Lander
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Packaging: Is it a Problem?
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Introduction:

Background Information:

Plastic bags are negatively affecting the environment in many 

ways. For example, they are causing animals in the environment to 

choke and suffocate. They think the bags are something edible and 

don’t know the outcome can harm or possibly kill them. A way this 

is demonstrated is the plastic bags floating in the ocean look like 

jellyfish, and the predators of the jelly-like creature, sea turtles and 

sharks eat them. The result of this is them choking. 

This also leads to the plastic bags polluting the ocean and other 

sources of water. The plastic bags are also non-biodegradable. 

They are getting stuck high in trees so the birds are being affected 

by this due to its presence in their ecosystem. Since they do not 

degrade, the plastic bags are staying in this environment for 

thousands of years. Oil is involved with this problem as well. The 

bags are made and processed in oil which is hurting the 

environment. 

Environmental Cause for Concern:

This is a problem that is not going to change instantly. There are 

millions of people that do not care about the environment and the 

organisms living in it. Its not necessary their lack of caring, but 

simply their busy lives with priorities cause people to not take the 

time to think about how their everyday actions are negatively 

affecting our environment. It is very tempting to take the 

convenient and easy way out. 

However, there are some solutions that would take some work, but 

it can certainly improve the problem. Plastic bags could be the 

ones taxed in place of the reusable ones. If the stores aren’t willing 

to convert to reusable bags due to money, paper is cheap and 

decomposes so much faster and doesn’t have as much harm on the 

environment. The only concern with this solution is the lessened 

amount of trees. If one is so stuck on using plastic bags, there is a 

solution that could reduce the amount they are using and pollution. 

Instead of the excessive use of bagging, fill the bags as much as 

possible. Also, don’t double bag some items. 

These are a few solutions that could be done to decline the number 

of plastic bags getting used and eventually making it to places they 

shouldn’t be. If one would choose to follow these solutions, the 

possibility of eliminating the use of plastic bags is high. 

Proposed Solution: Projection For Sustainable Future:

If the demand for plastic bags decreases, it would cause the 

production of them to decrease. That would lead to the 

environment being less polluted by the plastic, due to them not 

being used as frequently. It would be harder to find pieces of 

plastic or bags laying around either in water sources, in trees, or 

blowing on the beach. It is such a problem because of the vast 

places it is getting around to since it’s light weight. 
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We first saw this when we took a field trip to the beaches and Tom 

Ridge Environmental Center at Presque Isle. The plastic materials 

lining the beach was evidence that there was a serious problem. We 

knew from previous knowledge plastic in the environment has 

been a problem, but it is evident now. Some stores charge extra to 

use plastic bags or provide discounts for using reusable bags. We 

also discovered from research that the bags that are sitting on 

valuable land can take up to one thousand years to fully 

decompose. 
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Negative Affects of Plastic Bags

Less than 50 years ago, plastic was introduced to the economy. 

The use of plastics has increased, which is drastically harming 

our environment. They do not decompose. One might think 

the plastics are going to the landfill, but they are wrong. The 

wind catches these bags and takes them all over, doing nothing 

to benefit the wild life in our society. 

This picture was taken at Presque Isle when 

my Honors Biology class took a field trip to 

study the amount of plastic by the beaches. 

We cleaned up the trash, took samples from 

the water and sand, and did experiments back 

at the lab.  

This turtle lives at the Tom Ridge Environmental 

Center aquarium and has been rescued. He was 

exposed to a lot of plastic while he was in the lake, 

that could have most certainly affected his health. 

The chart above shows how many tons of commonly used 

plastics are manufactured. Out of the 3 most common plastics 

manufactured, which are bags, bottles, and utensils, the plastic 

bags outweigh the other two. Through research, it was found 

how many products are in each ton. The abundant amount of 

plastics bags lining our beaches and covering the environment 

could be minimized if the plastics were not manufactured in such 

great amounts and people would reuse and recycle them. 



Reusable Bottles vs. Plastic Bottles

Andrew Lichtinger, Adin Thiemann, Dustin Trout, and Ben Turi

Background Info

Bottled water uses more water to be made than there is actually in the 

bottle. Bottles take many years to decompose but most of the time they 

don't even decompose the whole way. Also the bottled water uses fossil 

fuels and releases harmful toxins into the air. This pollutes the water and 

the air. Reusable water bottles are made of copolyester, polycarbonate, 

polypropylene, steel, and aluminum unlike bottled water being made of 

plastic the polluting part of the item. Bottled water takes many non-

renewable resources to make such as oil. It also uses three times as much 

water than what is actual in the plastic water bottles. are made of 

polyethylene terephthalate. PET is made from petroleum hydrocarbons, 

this is related to crude oil. Not many people see this deep into the 

materials of plastic and its creation and seeing how you are putting 

poison into the environment but also directly into your body through 

drinking this water. This shows it is not just dangerous in it’s own way 

but also is made from oil which causes pollution on its own.   

Large amounts of plastic water bottles are left on beaches or are 

washed away into the water where fish may try and eat them. Plastic 

never dissolves completely but it does get very small. Little pellets are 

created from the small particles of plastic called nurdles. This is a 

problem because it is less noticeable for fish and other marine life so they 

have a better chance at consuming it. The plastic can be broken down 

into little pieces that the fish might not even notice. So you may not think 

it won’t affect you, but this can cause problems for people because they 

may consume fish that have consumed plastic.

Sustainable Future

● If we can lower or eliminate the use of plastic water bottles, in the 

future our environment will be cleaner, fish and other animals that we 

use as food will be safer to eat, and it will save you money
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Proposed Solution

● The main solution to this problem is people choosing to buy a 

reusable water bottle over a plastic water bottle

● The solution is that we could make a law prohibiting plastic water 

bottles, this would eliminate a lot of pollution in our environment, 

only one water bottle makes it into the recyclables for every six 

water bottles used

● You also save a lot of money paying a tax once for reusable water 

bottle once than you would when pay many taxes for plastic water 

bottles

● Another solution would be to replace all plastic water bottles with 

boxed water because the boxes are biodegradable.

● Another solution is recycling plastic bottles instead of throwing 

them away

● A great solution is this new product called Ooho, water is held in a 

sodium alginate and calcium chloride in a sphere, this is edible so 

it does not cause any waste after being consumed

● These save money, they only require two cents to be made

● Another solution could be “Boxed Water” which is exactly what it 

sounds like. Water in biodegradable boxes much like how juices 

and even milk can come in. Eliminating the need for plastic bottles 

while still having water on the go.

● Any of these solutions would be helpful to the massive 8 million 

tons of plastic pollution in just oceans

Statistics

● About 50 billion plastic water bottles were used last year

● More than $1 Billion worth of plastic is wasted each year

● 38 billion water bottles are wasted each year

● The average American uses 167 bottles but only recycles 

● The cost of a reusable water bottle is usually around five dollars to 

twenty dollars, the price of buying bottled water costs up to 10,000 as 

much as filling up bottles with tap water

● ⅓ of litter in National Parks is from disposable water bottles

● Out of all waste, 10% is from plastic materials

● Small fish living in a region of the Pacific Ocean where floating trash 

collects in a huge, slowly swirling bowl eat as much as 24,000 tons of 

plastic waste each year, scientists have found.

● Use of water bottles globally rises 10% every year

● To make bottles for water it takes 3 times as much water than is 

actually in the bottle

● In 2008 there was a clean up a clean up around America and there 

was 198 million water bottles were found 

● In 2005, 12% of bottled water was recycled out of 30 billion bottles

These statistics show that more people need to recycle and be well aware 

that using bottled water and not recycling could harm our environment.

Ms. Evans’ Honors Biology Class, Spring 2017
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